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Nazareno Group

Nazareno Sociale
Carpi  Bologna  Sorbara  Fossoli  Maranello  Pavullo

Day-time and residential centres for people with physical or psychiatric 

disabilities and for underage. 

Nazareno Work
Carpi  Modena  Bologna

Environmental Services; Conservation of  green private and public spaces; 

Catering; hospitality and museum management; Outsourcing services
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http://www.nazareno-coopsociale.it/
http://www.nazareno-coopsociale.it/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=47&Itemid=98


Nazareno Group

Professional Training Center Nazareno
Carpi  Bologna 

Hotel management training for underage and adults; training for enterprises; 

funded training; CME credits

Banco Artigiano
Carpi  Bologna  Pavullo

Shops marketing high quality hand-made products
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http://www.nazareno.it/it-it/home-page.aspx?idC=61642&LN=it-IT
http://www.bancoartigiano.com/chi-siamo/


Nazareno’s history started in 1981 in Carpi (Modena, IT) with the establishment of  Nazareno Institute whose main 

purpose was offering young boys and girls a qualified educational training through many courses such as cooking, 

needlework, typewriting and cinema. 

Nazareno Cooperative was founded starting from this experience in 1990

with the aim to take care of disabled people after compulsory education.

Nazareno Cooperative grew and expanded its activities. It hosts nowadays

almost 500 guests supported by professional experts and represents a

workplace for hundreds of people.

History
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Nazareno is now composed by four cooperatives and works on many areas: rehabilitation, mental health, youngest 

followed by social services, inclusive labour market, professional and training courses, making and trading of  

handcrafted and agricultural products, art and culture, food and accommodating services.
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History

Nazareno has about 400 employees and 150 volunteers.

The four cooperatives are the following:

▪ Nazareno Sociale

▪ Nazareno Work

▪ Professional Training Center Nazareno

▪ Banco Artigiano



Mission

Nazareno’s mission consists in fostering human

dignity through a network of relationships that is

fundamental for this. The Cooperative offers an

environment able to give every person the

opportunity to come out and express its talent,

whatever it is.

Giving a person this opportunity means giving at

the same time a new opportunity to other people

with the same need, but all starts from taking

seriously the need of one person.
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Examples of  Activities and Workplaces

Atelier Manolibera

The most frequented daily centre is Atelier Manolibera, in which about 110 persons, with wide range of disabilities, can

find an opportunity to discover their skills, ways of expression and handcrafted abilities.
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Examples of  Activities and Workplaces

Banco Artigiano – Arts and Crafts

Many products created in Atelier Manolibera are sold in three stores. In these shops people can also reserve customized

party favours for their ceremonies.
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Examples of  Activities and Workplaces

Bistrò53

In 2017 opened the Bistrò53, “The lawn of taste”, a bistrot for lunches, happy hours and dinners in a relaxing

environment. With his canopy (for 100-120 pax) and his wide stage, Bistrò53 is a perfect setting for meetings and live

music.
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Examples of  Activities and Workplaces

Buccia – biodynamic agricolture

The farming field near Nazareno Cooperative is the location of a 3 hectares vegetable garden, cultivated by experts and

disabled people. Zucchinis, tomatoes, cabbages, lettuce, radicchios, spinaches, melons, watermelons and other kind of

vegetables are sold at the town weekly market and other social associations.
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Examples of  Activities and Workplaces

Il Villino – B&B

On the hills of Bologna, just out of town, Nazareno manages an enchanting B&B with 11 rooms, surrounded by trees

and silence.
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International Festival of  Different Abilities

Nazareno Cooperatives have been organizing and promoting since 1999 the International

Festival of Different Abilities.

The main purpose is to enhance people and their value, far beyond from focusing only on

their limits.

Art and Work are at the same time means and goal, pursuit and achievement of the

excellence everybody can aspire to.
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IFDA’s structure
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The Festival usually takes place in May. Lot of  events are proposed during these weeks; all of  them refer to 

two macro-categories: performing arts and in-depth events.

Performing art
Theatrical, dance and music performances; 

Exhibitions; Open Festival (contest)

In-depth events
Seminars; workshops; Lab-Days; books 

launches; film screenings; presentazione libri; 

caffè con autore; proiezione film; (CSR) 

Corporate Social Responsibility
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Exhibitions
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Nazareno has always considered culture and art as privileged tools for social inclusion. The resulting intent is to make

artworks’ quality emerging aside from disadvantaged condition artists live in. This approach is common both in

National and International exhibitions and in the Painting Atelier’s work that people with physical or psychiatric

disabilities attend everyday.
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«Quello che s’impone è la bellezza e l’originalità dell’opera d’arte, che non è determinata dallo stato di salute o di “normalità” 

dell’artista che la crea, ma nasce come frutto imprevisto di una libertà che si muove»

(cit. Sergio Zini, Presidente Gruppo Nazareno)

«Artworks’ beauty and originality impose themselves 

in a way that clearly points out they are not determined 

by the artists’ “health” or “normality"

but as the result of an unexpected freedom 

that moves on»

Sergio Zini

Nazareno Group’s President
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Open Festival
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The core of the entire event is the Open Festival, a contest exclusively dedicated to theater, music and dance shows

performed by companies made up of people with disabilities.

The main purpose of the Open Festival is promoting inclusive proposals emphasizing the quality of the shows and the

integration among people with different talents.

Selected theatrical, musical and dance companies from all over Italy perform every year on the stage of the Teatro

Asioli of Correggio (RE). The best performances are judged by a technical jury. The best performances are rewarded

with a certain sum of money earmarked for the development of artistic skills.
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Guests’ Origin
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Participants

The annual average of  participants is about 5000 people.

The target is varied and closely connected to the to the kind of  appointment or meeting. 

Some moments are dedicated to schools, other to businesses, other addressed to operators in the sector of  art, culture and 

education, or medical and scientific research.
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Luciano Pavarotti Foundation
Founded by Nicoletta Mantovani in order to help 

her husband and Maestro’s students, and in 

general lyrical scholars. During an IFDA edition, 

young talents of  the Foundation and ex-pupils of  

Luciano Pavarotti exhibited with disabled artists

from all over the world.

Emma’s Backpack
Martina Fuga, art consultant, writer, 

mother and wife of  Inter football team 

ex-goalkeeper Paolo Orlandoni; 

Martina wrote ‘‘Emma’s Backpack’’, 

in which she describes Emma’s life, her

daughter with Down syndorme.

Rudely Interrupted
Australian band whose motto is: “The people who

think we are crazy are those that aren’t able to 

listen music’’. The band is made up by five young

components who love playing modern rock music. 

Youngest member is Rory Burnside (musician and 

solist), born without eyes and affected by Asperger 

syndrome.

Vito – Stefano Bicocchi
Italian actor and comedian.

Past editions’ Guests
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http://www.lucianopavarottifoundation.com/?lang=it
https://imprevisti.wordpress.com/
http://rudelyinterrupted.com/
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Tim McCallum
Australian singer with wide pop repertoire. 

Unforgettable his live TV performance at «The 

Voice – Australia».

Sandra Gayer
English soprano, sightless.

Flamenquevive
Dancers and musicians compose this company 

with italian and spanish formation. They

studied flamenco in many important spanish

academies and decided to collaborate for the 

purpose of  spreading flamenco’s profound

culture.

Maros Bango
With Philippine origin, he is a tenor born and 

living in Virginia (USA). Blind from birth, this

artist have always shown great and adaptable skills 

as pianist and singer, achieving prestigious awards 

all over the world.

Past editions’ Guests
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XGnizNA-8k
http://www.flamenquevive.com/home.htm
http://www.sandragayer.com/
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Antonio Casanova
Italian illusionist, television celebrity, author. 

He presented one of  the most suggestive IFDA 

show in 2018 and brought it on prime time TV.

Christopher Castellini
Illusionist able to bring the spectator

in his dreamlike world, in an incredible

stories vortex, in which impossible

experiments happen.

Florent & Justin
Florent had a car accident when he was 16 and 

became paraplegic. He was dreaming to be a 

dancer. But surprisingly he met Justin, 

coreographer and dance teacher: from that

moment they begin to work togheter and they

create amazing shows. Unmissable their

performance at France’s Got Talent 2017.

Paolo Cevoli
Comic actor, he is a primary celebrity of  IFDA and 

he often presents some events in the shows 

schedule.

Past editions’ Guests
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http://www.striscialanotizia.mediaset.it/video/concerto-magico-a-carpi_36575.shtml?fbclid=IwAR173tyZnJXqdErnq7acjB_pcwMQE7DNzh4XJ7c8NF4800xazuJcXDeQD-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK46CuLC0Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOak8-7zhC4


Past Editions’ Covers
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